MEDIA RELEASE
Stans, Switzerland, 14 November 2021

THE WORLD’S BEST SMART BASIC TRAINER IS HERE –
THE PILATUS PC-7 MKX!
With a new glass cockpit, new avionics, improvements in the area of crew comfort
and other technical innovations, the PC-7 MKX offers smart state-of-the-art training
capability in the Basic Training segment at unrivalled cost, with outstanding
robustness and unmatched reliability. The smart Basic Trainer is now available to
take on a new generation of student pilots and turn them into first class military
aviators.
A state-of-the-art cockpit with smart avionics is at the core of the brand-new
PC-7 MKX. The cockpit is centred on a three-display philosophy utilising the next
generation of high definition screens. It gives the student an easy entry into the world
of modern avionics, while practising vital pilot skills using a proven airframe with
benign and forgiving flying characteristics. The PC-7 MKX can be used to train the
broadest possible range of aircrew, making it the ideal basic trainer for air forces
around the world.
Smart technology at the pilot’s fingertips
The PC-7 MKX’s smart avionics suite offers broad capability, allowing maximum
flexibility for use in a wide variety of training missions. This ensures that the student
can easily transition to these platforms when embarking on the next phase of training.
The PC-7 MKX avionics capability is designed as a comprehensive baseline
configuration with various add-on options such as synthetic vision system, traffic
advisory system, autopilot, cockpit camera and mission debriefing system to meet
specific training needs.
The cockpit features a large primary flight display and multi-function displays to give
students the earliest possible exposure to the technology found in today’s front line
assets. The primary flight display allows selection of various flight modes, whilst the
left and right displays features a moving map for navigation, a Flight Management
System and an Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System.
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Virtual Reality Tools
A comprehensive set of training products is also available to cover all aspects of
ground based training. From the simplest type of training aid, virtual reality tools
through to a full flight simulator, all training equipment is of the highest quality and
designed to support integrated, progressive learning. This allows the air force to
optimise training time and reduce training cost per pilot.

Watch the new video:
PC-7 MKX – The Smart Basic Trainer Is Here!
www.youtube.com

A proven Training System
The design of the PC-7 MKX uses conventional semi-monocoque construction for the
wing, fuselage and empennage. The primary structure is built of aluminium alloy sheet
and extrusion. Combined with precision workmanship, these features provide a high
degree of interchangeability as well as easy replacement of parts. The PC-7 MKX is an
exceptional trainer built on a solid certification foundation, guaranteed to deliver a
lifecycle of at least 30 years.
Displayed at Dubai Air Show
Seeing is believing: the PC-7 MKX will be unveiled to the public for the first time in the
static display area at Dubai Air Show 2021 from 15 November. Appointments for
hosted viewings can be made at the Pilatus Pavilion S7.
High-resolution photos and videos of the PC-7 MKX can be downloaded at
www.pilatus-aircraft.com/downloads
Further media information is available from:
André Zimmermann, VP Government Aviation
Pilatus Aircraft Ltd, Stans, Switzerland
Phone: +41 41 619 66 99
Email: andre.zimmermann@pilatus-aircraft.com
www.pilatus-aircraft.com
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Founded in 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd is the only Swiss company to develop, produce and sell aircraft to
customers around the world: from the legendary PC-12, the best-selling single-engine turboprop in its
class, and the PC-21, the training system of the future. The latest aircraft is the PC-24 – the world’s first
ever business jet for use on short unprepared runways. Domiciled in Stans, the company is certified to
ISO 14001 in recognition of its efforts for the environment. The Pilatus Group includes two independent
subsidiaries in Broomfield (Colorado, USA) and Adelaide (Australia). With over 2,000 employees at its
headquarters, Pilatus is one of the largest employers in Central Switzerland. Pilatus provides training for
about 130 apprentices in 13 different professions – job training for young people has always been a very
high priority at Pilatus.

